Abstract / Summary
The VanCity Cycling application was developed in conjunction with the City of Vancouver to
create an app that promotes bike riding as a mode of transportation. Within our application, users
can plan their bike route according to their abilities and comfort level using a built-in map
feature. Cycling routes are predetermined using a database where users can enter start and end
points to find routes based on their riding preferences. Users will also have access to other
functionalities that will improve and enhance bike riding for novice cyclists such as readiness
checklist for trips, ride statistics to track movement, and cycling resources.
Initial UI Wireframes

Our initial user interface designs in the first week of the application development process.

Completion
Upon launching VanCity Cycling, the user will be prompted to login using an existing account or
signup by providing information that will be stored using SharedPreferences as well as in the
application’s SQLite database.

Once the user has successfully logged in, they will be taken to the main map activity which has a
built-in map display through the use of the Maps API. The default location of the map is
Vancouver, BC as that is the scope of the project defined by CityStudio and the user will be able
to see their current location on the map as well. Within this map activity, there are three
sub-activities; landmarks, create route, and popular routes.
In the landmarks activity, users can select from a prepopulated database of notable landmarks in
Vancouver that they can bike to. Once they select an option from the list, they will be taken to a
more detailed view of the landmark to get more information and will have the opportunity to
start the route. When the route has been started, the application will take the user’s current
location as well as the address of the landmark and utilize the Directions API to create the route
in the main map activity.
In the create route activity, users can enter a starting street address as well as an end point. When
they search for a route using these points, the application will search the pre-populated database
provided by CityStudios to check if a match was found. If there is a match, these points will be
used by the Directions API to generate different route options. These options will show up in a
list with the route number, bikeways type, route distance, and duration. When the user selects the
route, it will take them back to the main map where the start/end markers plus the route itself
will be displayed.

In the popular route activity, users will be able to select, start, and favourite predetermined
routes. To help users feel more comfortable riding around Vancouver, they can filter through
these predetermined routes based on the bikeway type. If the user favourites one of these routes,
it will be saved in the SQLite database and will be displayed in the account activity for easy
reference in the future.
Once a route is started from any of these three sub-activities, they will be taken back to the main
map activity where an in-app cycling alert will pop up if the device light or temperature sensor
detects that it is dark, hot (above 18ºC), or cold (below 7ºC) outside with a warning. These
in-app alerts can be turned off in the account activity. In the app’s action bar, users can select
which map display they prefer, which will then be updated in SharedPreferences, as well as the
ability to clear an existing route.
Additionally, our app has a checklist activity that allows users the ability to create new checklists
and populate them with to-do items to help them plan their cycling trip. This data is stored in the
SQLite database and users can update the name of the checklist, checklist description, or the
individual to-do items as well as delete checklists or to-do items. A bonus feature we
implemented within this activity was the ability to swipe right on the to-do item to delete or
swipe left to edit the item to introduce some variation within the interface rather than relying
solely on single touch and taps to execute tasks.

Another activity that was implemented in our application was the resource activity which shows
current data such as the temperature of Vancouver, which used web services to access the JSON
data regarding the current weather. We also displayed the rider’s current speed through the use of
a speedometer which required the use of the GPS to get the user’s current location. The air
pressure sensor data that is displayed on this activity was meant to be used during the cyclist trip
where users would be able to see the change in air pressure as they are cycling. If the air pressure
sensor readings drop then the cyclist will know that they are increasing their altitude which could
result in a trip being more difficult to complete since they are most likely cycling uphill. This
information could help users determine if they want to keep cycling or if they are prepared to do
routes that are more physically intensive. We also included three resources; bike safety, bike
laws, and the City of Vancouver. When a user selects one of these resources, an implicit activity
will be started which takes them to a device browser to view these sites to either learn more
about how to cycle safely in Vancouver or to give feedback on bikeways on the City of
Vancouver website.
Our last activity consists of the account activity which displays the user information retrieved
from SharedPreferences. Users can see which routes they have saved to their favourites, which
was retrieved from the SQLite database, and can either remove them from their favourites or
directly start the route once they click into the detailed view. There is also an application
preferences section that allows the user to set the application to dark or light mode, a bonus
feature we implemented, as well as the option to turn on or off in-application cycling alerts when
a route has started. These preferences are then saved into SharedPreferences. In this activity’s
action bar, users can access the activity to update their information, such as changing their name
or username, and can also logout of the app which will direct them back to the login activity.

Although we were able to implement most of the ideas that we originally planned on
implementing, we were unable to implement everything that we initially proposed, such as the
ability for users to rate routes and access the camera to capture images and attach them to the
routes to provide a visual reference of what to expect on the trip. These features were meant to
provide a more social aspect to our application and to build a sense of community within
cyclists. However, due to time constraints, we were unable to allocate enough time during the
project to implement these two additional functionalities into our final milestone. Instead, we
decided to spend more time refining our map activities and polishing our overall user interface.

Challenges
One challenge we faced was with the bonus functionality implementation of night mode.
Originally, we planned to have the night mode be activated with the flashlight after ambient light
drops to a certain value to help increase the safety of cycling at night. However, we discovered
that the android emulator does not allow access for flashlight functionality and since neither of
us had a physical android device, we were unable to test the functionality. Instead, we decided to
change our initial night mode idea into allowing users the ability to toggle between light and dark
mode within the app depending on their preference. This led to a second challenge we faced
when trying to implement dark mode in our application. When we first implemented the night
mode feature, we had it activate through a toggle button. An issue that came up regarding the use
of the toggle for dark mode was that users were unable to switch between the light and night
mode states without the app glitching or crashing. To fix this issue, we decided to use two
separate buttons for light and night mode which users can press to choose between each mode
instead of utilizing a toggle.

Another challenge we faced was working with the database provided by CityStudio. The
CityStudio database was formatted in a way that made it difficult to extract data that was needed.
For instance, the coordinates they provided for certain bikeways and streets were not just a start
and end point making it less convenient when trying to access the information. There would be
multiple coordinates for one row in the database and the latitude and longitude values were
switched, making it more confusing to understand. To work around this issue, we had to spend
time analyzing the data, consulting with the teaching team on the best way to approach the data
that we had, as well as doing some data cleaning on our own time to better format the database to
fit the needs of our application.

Reﬂection
Throughout the project, we learned a lot of different topics related to android app development.
Some of the key things that we learned through this project were how to implement intents to
develop an app with multiple activities as well as how it is possible to store and access data from
shared preferences and SQLite databases. We were able to utilize shared preferences for the
user’s application preferences such as dark/light mode, map display, or alerts and the database
was used to store data such as route information and checklist data. Other topics that we learned
through implementation in our app was using the GPS functionality for map and speedometer
functions. The GPS provided the location of the user which was displayed on the screen using
the maps API. The user’s location was then used with the directions API to create routes to allow
users to plan their cycling path. For the speedometer, we learned how to use the GPS to track the
user’s location and see how fast they are moving along that route. Another feature that we
learned how to implement through our application was the weather temperature using web
services. We used web services to get access to a weather API which would display information
that we needed from that API such as the temperature in Vancouver. Other notable things we
learned while developing this app were how to use device sensors to get relevant information we
needed such as the air pressure sensor to provide air pressure readings to the user, or the light and
temperature sensors that provided safety updates depending on the values that it detected.
Chamira’s Reﬂection
While working on this project I was able to learn a variety of topics related to android mobile
application development. One topic I learned was how to store data using shared preferences.
With shared preferences I learned how to store user information such as usernames, emails, and
passwords so that users can access their account and the saved information they provided. I also
learned how to use saved preferences to store different states such as the light and dark mode in
the context of our application. Another thing I learned how to use in mobile application
development was the use of intents to navigate through different parts of the app. I learned how

to use explicit intents so that a user can navigate through different activities within the app such
as the map or checklist function.
I also learned how to make the app open different web pages through the use of implicit intents.
Through the use of implicit intents we linked different buttons to open different web pages such
as cycling laws in Vancouver and bike safety riders should follow. An additional topic I learned
through building this app was how to use GPS for different functionalities. In the context of our
app I learned how to use the GPS functionality to track user location and get the relative speed of
the device moving space so that cyclists can track how fast they're going as they are cycling.
Lastly, another feature that I learned is how to get JSON data from a weather API and convert
the data into a readable string. Using this for our app I was able to display the current
temperature in Vancouver for cyclists to see and use depending on their needs. These are a few of
the things I learned in mobile app development while working on this project.
Carissa’s Reﬂection
Upon completing this project, I feel like I have gained a better understanding of the mobile
development process and how to create a fully functioning application for an android device. My
key role in the development of this application was implementing the map functionality as well
as setting up the SQLite database. Through this, I was able to further my understanding on how
APIs, such as the map and directions API, can be used in combination with an application. I was
also able to get experience with setting up SQLite databases and write queries to retrieve, update,
and delete data from these databases to provide users with a more dynamic experience within our
application. It was also nice to work alongside CityStudio as they provided a real-life situation
that acted as a prompt for our application development. For further exploration in the future, I
would be interested in possibly implementing the other functionalities, such as the camera
activity and rating system, that we were unable to carry out in time for the project deadline. I
enjoyed the fact that not only were we working on the actual implementation of the application,
but we also had the opportunity to work on the user interface design of our application. If we had
more time, it would have been nice to continue with cleaning up the user interface as well as
improving the overall user experience of our application. Overall, I am pleased with how our
VanCity Cycling application turned out in the span of seven weeks.
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